Singapore Refining Company Private Limited is a crude oil processing refinery jointly owned by Chevron Singapore and Singapore Petroleum Company on Jurong Island.

We seek highly-motivated and achievement-oriented individuals who thrive in a team-based work environment.

**SENIOR / PROJECT ENGINEER (2-year contract)**

**Key Responsibilities**

- To develop & carry out assigned capex projects based on company guidelines with objective of meeting operational, technical, commercial, and HSEQ requirements.
- To manage requirements of internal and external parties in the implementation of projects assigned.
- To coordinate and provide support to project team and contractors in executing engineering projects.

**Requirements**

- Degree in Mechanical or Chemical Engineering.
- At least 3 years of relevant experience in an oil refinery or petrochemical industry. Those without work experience may be considered for entry level position.
- Willingness to work on 2-year contract basis under agency payroll. Position is with possibility for contract renewal or conversion to SRC direct hire (permanent tenure).

Interested applicant is to submit detailed resume, cover letter, and official/unofficial transcript to Hrecruit@src.com.sg by 22 November 2019.

Only shortlisted candidate will be contacted for interview arrangement.
Singapore Refining Company Private Limited is a crude oil processing refinery jointly owned by Chevron Singapore and Singapore Petroleum Company on Jurong Island.

We seek highly-motivated and achievement-oriented individuals who thrive in a team-based work environment.
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**SENIOR / INSTRUMENT & ELECTRICAL ENGINEER**

**Key Responsibilities**

- Lead and supervise a group of Technicians/Technical Assistants, and manage contractors in the execution of refinery maintenance activities.
- Implement reliability programs and develop maintenance procedures for instrumentation & electrical equipment to facilitate consistent execution of maintenance tasks.
- Investigate instrument & electrical equipment failures or malfunctions in order to identify root causes of problems as well as recommend and implement solutions.

**Requirements**

- Degree in Electrical and Electronics Engineering or relevant engineering discipline. (Major in Power engineering preferred)
- At least 6 years’ of relevant experience in the maintenance of instrumentation and electrical equipment in a Refinery/Petrochemical or related industry. Those without work experience may be considered for entry level position.
- Knowledge of Electrical Distribution & ETAP preferred.

Interested applicant is to submit detailed resume, cover letter, and official/unofficial transcript to Hrecruit@src.com.sg by 22 November 2019.

Only shortlisted candidate will be contacted for interview arrangement.